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Getting to Bergamo
By Plane
landing in Bergamo:
Several low-cost carriers land in Bergamo (Orio al Serio airport, - sometimes advertised as Milan-Orio al
Serio, or Milan-BGY, http://www.sacbo.it/Airpor/portalProcess.jsp?languageID=2); from there you can
take the airport bus to the city centre (it stops just in front of your hotel, 6 stops, ca. 20 minutes), or a short
taxi ride (ca. € 15-20).
landing in Milan (in which case you will then need to take a train from Milano Centrale station):
1. From Milano Malpensa to Milano Centrale station:
a. bus: Malpensa Express or Malpensa Shuttle Air Pullman (Terminal 1; the same buses also call at
Terminal 2): buy tickets from the driver standing by the door of the next bus to leave; buses leave
every 20 mins from 6 to midnight every day for Milan Stazione Centrale (takes 50 mins; check that
it goes to Centrale not to Cadorna station). Cost: ca. € 5.
b. taxi: quite expensive as the airport is some way out: around € 50/60.
2. From Milano Linate airport to Milano Centrale station: bus or taxi to Stazione Centrale (takes 20 mins)
By Train
Trains run every hour from Milano Centrale to Bergamo from 6.05 to 23.40; for more detailed information,
see the timetable of the Italian Railway Company, http://www.trenitalia.it/ - which has websites in English.
Cost: € 5,5.
How to get from Bergamo train station to the Hotel
The hotel is 900 m from Bergamo railway station and can be easily reached on foot. Take Via Papa
Giovanni XXIII (in front of the station), and after 900 m you will see the hotel on the right.
Alternatively, you can take the bus (#1, direction: Città Alta) in front of the railway station: it stops just in
front of your hotel (4 stops, ca. 5 minutes).

